Revelation
The Lion and the Lamb
July 19, 2020
The scroll and the lion
The scroll is the title deed to the _____________.
The lion of the tribe of _____________ – only used here in the Bible
To redeem the earth, forfeited by man, the redeemer must be a __________________ and must
come forward with the purchase price in hand—something that no one in the universe could do
except Jesus.
The lamp and the salvation
The surprise is that when John looks he doesn’t see a lion but a slain __________.
The seven horns and the seven eyes represent “all power” and “all knowledge and wisdom,”
respectively.
O______________________, O______________________, O_________________________
The triumph of God does not come through power but through __________ and meekness.
The worship and the praise
The new song praises Him for His new work of _________________________ in Christ.
This worship is accompanied by the priestly worship form of the offering up of ______________
which here represents the prayers of the saints.
They acknowledge that some of every tribe, _____________ and nation is represented in heaven.
The reign of the saints on the earth—as opposed to “in heaven”—is a reference to the ________
reign of the saints with Christ.
Think about how you consider Jesus to be the source and the embodiment of these 7 things:
1. _____________

2. _______________

5. _____________

6. _____________

3. _______________

4. ____________________

7. ____________________

Honor – to honor here means a _________________ public proclamation about the other person.
Glory – this means that you declare _____________ good deeds
Blessing – this means that you pronounce something positive that will befall the person and then
you ________________________________ to make it happen.

HOMEWORK
1. Why is worship important to you personally?

2. We saw 7 attributes of God. What attributes of God do you concentrate on in your worship?

3. Music was a part of the worship experience we saw this week. How does music help you
worship?

4. Think of a memorable worship experience you’ve enjoyed. Was it something for which you
prepared or an experience that caught you off guard? Why was this time so special to you?

